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This week across the School and at home, we have enjoyed taking 
part in a super initiative to show our appreciation and support for 
the NHS and key workers.   Daffodils are placed in the window to 
symbolise strength and resilience and as a sign of hope and new 
beginnings.  Here are some of our photographs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
As part of live Mathematics lessons in Reception this week, the 
children have been learning about 2 dimensional shapes.  During 
one of our lessons, the children enjoyed a practical activity where 
they were required to cut out 2D shapes to make symmetrical 
snowflakes and monster/alien masks. Here are a selection of the 
lovely creations produced. Well done, everyone—including Mrs 
Pierce! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please keep sending in your daffodil pictures and any home learn-
ing pictures. We love to see them and share them on our Weekly 
Bulletin, social media and website. Just email them to Miss Co-
hoon at secretary@wilmslowprep.co.uk.   

 
 
 
 
 

 

Many Happy Returns to  all the        
children who are celebrating their 

birthdays  this week  

 

Pippa P4 

Emily P4 

 

 

 

Congratulations to this week’s  

Stars of the 

Week! 
Our staff would still 

like to celebrate their Stars of the Week 

while we are managing learning remote-

ly and teaching in School 

Rec: Bodie  for creating an interesting fact 

file about birds on Seesaw. 

P1: Ted C for attending every Zoom lesson 

and for trying his best. Keep up the great 

work! 

P2: Bertie for fully embracing all aspects of 

online learning. He has also completed all of 

his work and presented it beautifully! 

P3: Grace for always trying her best and be-

ing a delightful member of the class. 

P4:  Safa  for settling in to School so well un-

der unusual circumstances and trying very 

hard in all her online lessons.  

P5: Maddie for her excellent evacuee 

letter. 

Alll P6 deserve congratulations for 

getting through a week of many en-

trance exams, auditions and practice in-

terviews with smiles  on their faces. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~  P4 Fact of the Week  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

A hammerhead shark’s head is flattened into a hammer shape 
called a cephalofoil which gives them 360 degree  vision and uses 

electrical senses to find food like squid and stingrays. 


